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Mission Statement, Aims and Objectives

1.1

Mission statement
At Emmanuel Church of England School, broad opportunities are provided for individuals to
develop their full potential and allow them to be healthy, happy and secure. We follow
UNICEF’s principles of a Rights-Respecting School (RRS), based on the United Nations
Convention on the Rights of the Child (UNCRC), where each member of the school community
has rights.
Building on our Christian ethos and in partnership with the whole school community, we
provide a stimulating and caring environment where individuals are valued and nurtured
morally, spiritually and academically. We stress the fundamental principle;
“Always treat others as you would like them to treat you” Matthew 7:12

1.2

Aims
At Emmanuel, we recognise the importance of feedback as an integral part of the teaching
and learning cycle, and aim to maximise the effectiveness of its use in practise.
Our policy is underpinned by the evidence of best practise from the Education Endowment
Foundation and other organisations with expertise in this area. The Education Endowment
Foundation research shows that effective feedback should:
• Redirect or refocus either the teacher’s or the learner’s actions to achieve a goal.
• Be specific, accurate and clear.
• Encourage and support further effort.
• Be given sparingly so that it is meaningful.
• Put the onus on pupils to correct their own mistakes, rather than providing correct answers
for them.
• Alert the teacher to misconceptions, so that the teacher can address these in subsequent
lessons.
We have implemented alternatives to written marking, which provide effective feedback in line
with the EEF’s recommendations (Appendix 1), and those of the DfE’s expert group, which
emphasises that marking should be ‘meaningful, manageable and motivating’. We have also
taken into account the advice provided by the NCETM (Appendix 2), which states that the
most important activity for teachers is the teaching itself, supported by the design and
preparation of lessons.

1.3

Key Principles
Our policy on feedback has a number of principles at its core:
• The sole focus of feedback is to further children’s learning.
• Feedback should empower children to take responsibility for improving their own work.
• Children should receive feedback either within the lesson itself or it in the next appropriate
lesson.
• Written comments should be used when pupils cannot respond to verbal or whole-class
feedback.
• Feedback is a part of the school’s wider assessment procedures, which aim to provide an
appropriate level of challenge for all pupils in lessons, allowing them to make good progress.
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Stages of feedback
Teachers evaluate the work that children complete in lessons and use this information to
adjust their teaching within and across a sequence of lessons. Feedback occurs at one of four
stages in the learning process:
1. Immediate feedback: at the point of teaching.
2. Summary feedback: at the end of a lesson/task.
3. Next lesson feedback: the teacher reviews completed work and plans further teaching so
that pupils can identify and improve areas of development for themselves.
4. Summative feedback: tasks are planned to give teachers definitive feedback as to whether
a child has mastered the objectives taught.

Type of
feedback
Immediate

Summary

Next
lesson

How?

Evidence for observers

 Takes place in lessons with individuals,
small groups or the whole class.
 Teacher gathers evidence during the
lesson e.g. use of whiteboards.
 Advice is given verbally to pupils for
immediate action.
 ‘Pen in hand’ marking is also used.
 Teacher may re-direct the focus of
teaching or the task.
 Teacher may use additional adult to
provide support or further challenge.






 Takes place at the end of a lesson.
 Provides an opportunity for an evaluation
of learning in the lesson.
 Children mark their answers in maths
(Y2-Y6).
 Self or peer-assessment by checking
work against an agreed set of criteria or
toolkit.
 In KS1, the end of a lesson can be used
to further children’s learning by
addressing a misconception or solving an
extension question.
 Feedback books (Appendix 3) are used
after maths and literacy lessons have
been taught to support teachers in
recording and evaluating pupil progress.
 Teachers mark the children’s books
using the marking symbols (Appendix 4)
and they make notes in the feedback
book.
 Teachers make notes on ‘Work to praise
and share’, ‘Who needs further support’,
‘Presentation’, ‘Basic skills errors’ and
‘Misconceptions and next lesson notes’.
 During the next lesson, the teacher uses
the notes made to feedback to the class
strengths and areas for development,
and gives time to pupils to improve their
work.

 Lesson observations/learning walks.
 Self-assessment and peer assessment
evident by the use of a black pen by pupils
e.g. to correct answers or use of a toolkit.
 Peer assessment is indicated at the end
of the piece of work.

Lesson observations/learning walks.
Use of traffic light cubes (Y2-Y6).
Making symbols S+, S and I (Appendix 5).
Children self-assess by marking their
work during the lesson to evaluate the
level of challenge.
 Teacher or additional adult carrying out
‘pen in hand’ marking and highlighting
correct answers or examples that
demonstrate the WALT.

 Lesson observations/learning walks.
 Feedback books.
 Evidence in SMART notebooks of
teachers sharing successes and areas for
development with the class. (Appendix 6)
 Evidence in books of pupils correcting,
editing or redrafting their work in black
pen.

Summative  End of unit tests or quizzes e.g. PUMA in  Test and quiz results.
Maths.
 ‘Blue independent assessment sheets’ in
 In Maths, ‘blue independent assessment
Maths books.
sheets’ are used to monitor pupil  Independent pieces of writing in Extended
progress throughout the term.
Two
Writing books.
Children underline
weeks after a unit has been taught,
examples of skills used in their writing.
children are given a series of questions
Teacher highlights to confirm they have
on that unit to identify how much
used the skill successfully.
knowledge has been retained.
 Independent pieces of writing are set to
identify how well pupils are applying
taught skills to different genres of writing.
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Guidance for teachers

3.1 All subjects:
 Learning objectives are skills-based e.g. WALT: Add extra information using a subordinate
clause.
 Teachers and TLAs use ‘Pen in hand’ marking with a green pen and write in cursive, legible
handwriting.
 Pupils mark, correct and improve work using black pen from Years 1-6.
 Teachers mark the children’s books using the marking symbols (Appendix 4).
 Teachers and TLAs use a yellow highlighter within children’s work to show where children
have achieved the WALT or to highlight correct answers (if children have not already
marked them themselves).
 Teachers and TLAs indicate any support given to a child using the ‘support symbols’
(Appendix 5)
 Teachers highlight the WALT if pupils have achieved the learning objective and if not, they
write ‘WT’, which stands for ‘Working Towards’.
 Marking stamps are used to praise children’s effort or attainment.
 Where necessary, teachers include a wish to support the progress of individual children.
3.2 Literacy:
During the lesson:
 Pupils are given dedicated time to proofread their work for accurate spelling and
punctuation.
After the lesson
 To correct spelling, teachers use the ‘SP’ symbol flexibly, depending on the needs of the
child:
- ‘SP’ in the margin and a squiggly line underneath the incorrect word.
- ‘SP’ in the margin so pupils find and correct the misspelt word on that line.
- No use of the ‘SP’ symbol but pupils correct spellings with some direction e.g. ‘correct the
homophones’.
 The words teachers expect children to spell correctly reflect the national curriculum
expectations for that year group unless further differentiation is necessary e.g. highfrequency words.
 To correct punctuation, teachers use the ‘P’ symbol flexibly, depending on the needs of the
child:
- ‘P’ in the margin and a squiggly line underneath the incorrect or missing punctuation.
- ‘P’ in the margin so pupils find and correct the inaccurate punctuation on that line.
- No use of the ‘P’ symbol but pupils correct punctuation with some direction e.g. ‘correct
the speech punctuation’.

 Teachers make notes in their ‘Whole Class Feedback Book’ (Appendix 3) under the
relevant headings as they evaluate the children’s work.
 Teachers decide how they will address misconceptions in the next lesson e.g. using
‘sentence doctor’ or ‘secret sunshine’.
 From the teacher’s feedback, children make a correction or improve their work using black
pen.
3.3 Extended Writing:
During the lesson:
 Teachers provide pupils with minimal support to allow for accurate assessment.
 Pupils self-assess their work using a toolkit, ticking if they have included a relevant skill.
 Pupils underline the best example of where they have demonstrated each skill in their work.
After the lesson
 Teachers highlight the toolkit in children’s books to identify which skills have been achieved.
 Teachers make notes in their ‘Whole Class Feedback Book’ (Appendix 3) under the
relevant headings as they evaluate the children’s work; looking at both the technical
accuracy of the writing and the sophistication of the content.
 Teachers organise pupils into different groups, depending on their area for development.
Editing lesson
 In Key Stage 2, the next lesson taught is an editing lesson.
 The editing lesson is divided into two sections: proofreading (changing punctuation,
spelling, handwriting and grammar errors) and editing (improving the composition of the
content).
 For both sections, teachers share extracts of pupils’ work (using a visualiser or taking a
photograph); at first showing successful work and then sharing less successful work. After
discussing the work, teachers model how the work can be improved.
 Pupils write a new date and WALT depending on their focus e.g. ‘To edit my work using a
range of conjunctions’ and they improve one section of their work, which the teacher has
indicated using a cloud symbol.
 Teachers mark the edited work by highlighting the WALT if pupils have successfully
improved their work or they write ‘WT’ if the pupils have not successfully improved their
work.
3.4 Maths:
During the lesson:
 Answers are made available to pupils so they can adjust the level of challenge if necessary.
 Children mark their work during or at the end of the lesson using black pen.
After the lesson
 Teachers make notes in their ‘Whole Class Feedback Book’ (Appendix 3) under the
relevant headings as they evaluate the children’s work.
 Teachers identify common misconceptions pupils have made and decide how they will be
addressed in the following lesson e.g. ‘spot the mistake’.
 If pupils have answered all the questions correctly, they are provided with a challenge
(stuck into their books if necessary), which is completed in black pen at the beginning of
the next lesson whilst the rest of the class have a misconception clarified.

3.5 Peer assessment
 Peer assessment gives children the opportunity to identify strengths and areas for
development in the work of others, which ultimately helps them to identify the strengths and
areas for development in their own work. This reasoning is explained to the children.
 Peer assessment is modelled to the class and has a clear structure e.g. using a toolkit.
 The peer marker is given time to reflect on the work they have been given and if recording
their marking, they use a black pen. The use of peer assessment is indicated by the pupil
writing ‘peer assessed by…(name)’.
 Children are given the opportunity to feedback their marking to one another.
3.6 Supply Teachers


Supply teachers mark all work in accordance with the school policy and write ‘ST’ next to the
work to indicate it was a supply teacher

3.7 Marking in the EYFS







In the EYFS, marking is completed by teachers, nursery nurses and teaching & learning
assistants. Staff mark the work of the children within their focus group.
The majority of marking is completed alongside the child. This way, children who are not yet
able to read receive clear verbal feedback of their strengths and areas for development.
Observations are consistently made during children’s play and independent work. These
notes are then transferred into the child’s portfolio and linked to a specific EYFS strand.
Photographs are taken, which are then annotated. These annotations clearly explain the
activity the child was participating in and its link to ‘Development Matters’.
Teachers consistently write down what children say about a piece of their work. This verbal
feedback from children about their work, and their thinking behind it, is of key importance in
the EYFS.
Children have the opportunity to look at their portfolios of work so they can clearly see the
progress they have made as the year develops.

4 Presentation














All work is dated.
In Key Stage One, children write the short date for all work except for literacy in Year 2 where
children write the long date.
In Key Stage Two, children write the short date in maths and art/DT and the long date for all
other subjects.
The date and learning objective is underlined with a ruler.
The following order should be used for all work:
Date on the top line on the left-hand side.
WALT on the line underneath on the left-hand side.
Children leave a line before they begin their work.
A new page is used for each new piece of work.
Pencils are used for all mathematics work.
Pencils are used by Nursery to Year 2 for all other subjects.
Children in Key Stage Two use a blue handwriting pen for all written work.
Mistakes are crossed out using one neat line.
Felt pens are not used in children’s books.
In maths, children are encouraged to record one digit in each square.
These principles are shared with the children and they sign a ‘non-negotiables contract’ for
each subject (Appendix 7), which is stuck into the front inside cover of each exercise book.
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Appendix 1
https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/public/files/Publications/EEF_Marking_Review
_April_2016.pdf
Appendix 2
https://www.ncetm.org.uk/files/33333022/NCETM+Primary+Marking+Guidance+April+2016.
pdf
Appendix 3
Whole Class Feedback Proforma
Work to Praise and Share

Need Further Support

Presentation

Basic Skills Errors

Misconceptions and Next Lesson Notes

Appendix 4
Marking Symbols
P
Sp
//
^
?
l

Punctuation needed.
Incorrect spelling – child to correct at the end of the piece of work.
New paragraph needed.
Missing word.
Incorrect answer.
Does not make sense.
Target with advice on how this can be achieved.
In-between words to separate them.

Appendix 5
Support Symbols
The following codes indicate how much support was given to a child during the lesson.
I

The child worked independently.
S The child received adult support.
S+ The child required a great deal of support.
Where appropriate, the type of support given is detailed e.g.
Sentence starters used
Xxxx needed to discuss their ideas first

Appendix 6
Examples of SMART notebooks where teachers address misconceptions

Whole Class Edit

Appendix 7
‘Non-Negotiables’ presentation contracts for pupils
Maths Presentation
Key Stage 1

Key Stage 2

Literacy Presentation
Key Stage 1

Key Stage 2

Topic Presentation
Key Stage 1

Key Stage 2

